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ABSTRACT 

U. S. Navy T-45A departure and spin evaluation was 
conducted from 8 July to 30 September 1994. The initial T-45A 
flight manual departure and spin recovery procedures 
evaluated proved unsatisfactory in providing consistent 
recoveries from inverted spin modes. Specifically, the 
procedures allowed the rudder to blow-out in the pro-spin 
direction during recovery, resulting in spin mode transitions 
and delayed recoveries. Furthermore, a third sustained 
inverted spin mode was discovered during flight tests. The 
initial flight manual procedures were successfully modified 
to reduce the occurrence of rudder blow-out during recovery- 
attempts and provided more consistent recovery 
characteristics. 

Enclosure (1) 



INTRODUCTION 

The T-45A Goshawk jet trainer is currently being phased 
in as the U.S. Navy's replacement for the aging T-2C and 
TA-4J aircraft. Navy High Angle-of-Attack (HAOA) testing of 
the T-45A was required and the Naval Air Warfare Center, 
Aircraft  Division  (NAWC-AD)  was  tasked  to  conduct  the 
testing. 

The initial T-45A flight manual departure and spin 
recovery procedures evaluated proved unsatisfactory in 
providing consistent recoveries from inverted spin modes. 
Specifically, the procedures allowed the rudder to blow-out 
in the pro-spin direction during recovery, resulting in mode 
transitions and delayed recoveries. Additionally, a third 
sustained inverted spin mode was discovered during flight 
tests. The initial flight manual procedure was successfully 
modified to reduce the occurrence of rudder blow-out during 
recovery attempts and provided more consistent recovery 
characteristics. On two occasions during the evaluation, the 
test team elected to halt testing until data review provided 
answers to technically challenging questions arising from 
aerodynamic peculiarities of the T-45A. 

This paper will highlight the results from the U. S. Navy 
evaluation of the T-45A departure, spin, and spin recovery 
characteristics and should provide a good example of a 
technically sound approach to a high risk test program and 
military and contractor test team integration. 

BACKGROUND 

Initial contractor (McDonnell Douglas Aerospace) T-45A 
High Angle-of-Attack (HAOA) testing began in January 1992 
after spin chute and emergency systems functional tests. 
These tests were to demonstrate the high angle-of-attack and 
spin characteristics of the T-45A airplane as part of Full 
Scale Development (FSD) . From January 1993 to April 1993 _ the 
contractor demonstrated two oscillatory divergent upright 
spin modes at +3 0° and +45° AOA and two steady inverted spin 
modes at -25° and -60° AOA. Contractor testing was conducted 
intermittently until April 7, 1993 when the MDA test pilot, 
at 1,500 ft-lbf (2,034 N-m) of lateral asymmetry, encountered 
an inverted spin mode, -25° mode, that did not appear to 
respond to the current recovery controls and necessitated 
deployment of the anti-spin parachute. The anti-spin chute 
failed structurally and did not aid in recovery of the 
aircraft. The aircraft eventually recovered, after a total of 
17 turns, when all controls were neutralized as the aircraft 
passed through the ejection altitude of 10,000 feet (3,050_m) 
above ground. This maneuver and additional analysis, 
indicated that the -25° inverted spin mode was potentially 
unrecoverable. A determination was made not to conduct 
additional  departure  nor  inverted  spin  testing  until ; Of 
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**•*■       1  rr>i-*Tv balance wind tunnel data were gathered 

ÖS-tA Äs*  This -£- ^ T^ at 
Edwards AFB, California from 8 July to 30 September lyya. 

THE TEST AIRPLANE 

The T-45A Goshawk (see Figure 1), manufactured by MDA 
(primary contractor) and British Aerospace ^BAe) xs a ^et 
trainer currently bexng phased xn_ as^the^^.S. ^ ^ 

replacement for the agxng I zu cuw T-45A is a low 

Figure 1. T-45A Aircraft, 



sea level, standard day conditions. The -ro fue^ weight ^f 

the t-t *f;"nfA' , k'l "or (füe9l. The 24» 
sweotaP"aifinar C transonic wing had full span leading 
edoe slatT aSä double slotted flaps along the trailing edge 

ÄnToUVtpii^^^ 
f vUof the no-float with a maximum rudder pedal input 
CHS lbf (5f8 N) A°yaw damper controller (YDC) provided slow 
speed «217 KIAS) turn coordination, yaw ^pxng rudder 
R?™ ,nd a soeed brake-to-stabilizer interconnect (SBI). Tne 
twomspened ^raPkeesd were located on each side of the fuselage 
just forward of the horizontal stabilator. 

MODIFICATIONS 

This airplane was considered production representative 
for the te however, the test aircraft was extensively 
Sdiffed tTincrease the margin of sa^ty^xlot B^uatxooal 
awareness and data gathering during the HAOAR \

est™ draulic 
m0difiCatTectr^ca\Udtystem?g oxygen ^systTm'^fuel System, 
roPulsion^tem^ andSYthee addit^n of an anti-spin parachute 

(spin chute^ assembly       supplemental  torso  restraint 
• cr.l Ution the modifications to the forward cockpit made installation  tne moairi ess are shown in Figure 2. 
t0 'TarTv duringtesting the'flight test airspeed indicator 
was replaced by 1 production airspeed indicator. This was due 
?« hfarae fluctuations in the flight test airspeed 
Indicator  needle  during  spins  rendering  the  indicator 

""^^Additionally, the spin chute control panel shown  in 

left s
t
hould^Dl^ce| the production T-45A On-Board Oxygen 
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X-*-~A  cinrfriral  svstem had  demonstrated  30  minutes   of 
trliTllt fleclrfcal^pcwT'and  allowed   continuous   monitorrng 

«* ^fuel S S'instrumS and data were  displayed 
ine luej.  *y d   station   to   monitor   potential    fuel 

^a?anc!s10tpr^ctÄeSltaSftT   "«-d   an   inverted 

two   additional ^^^^»J^^^U* ^ 
=?ntr°1> ^f'Tei»  as   ft  was   predicted   to   have   a   significant 
the   HYD   2   system  ^   i|  '»       £ complementary    accumulators 
impact    a,?™ J   fTve   full   control    stick   cycles    and   one 
IpeSteahe'retSctiorwithout hydraulic  pressure provided by 

the rttealsPinUchutee' system, (see Figure 4) was a modification 
of the^noSal brake "chute of the BAe HAMC ^^J^J, 

AT PoaLPt10^ntusSePdeefdor°fthe58spif ^hfe* attachment point 
through the use of a parachute beam structure. 

Parachute Pack 

Drogue 
Bullet 

Twin 
Cables 

Release Beam Structure Strain Gaged Link 

Figure    4.    Spin   Chute    Installation. 

There were  two   spin  chute  release   systems:   a  mechanical 

lateral Si^^^^^^-^S^Z 
f £Sly ^d ^TpledicTe^o Wn%\iagiblyghaf fect' the aircraft 
aerodynamiTally.   As a result of   the   structural   farlure  of   the 



j -^rr +-v,o Än-r-il 7 1993 delayed recovery the 
Seel tales'wer! «fto kevlar straps" ana were layer- 
packed vice packed in an interwoven coil. 

BUILD-UP 

Prior to initiation of flight test, test team training 
*\lx      Th^P nilots  two from NAWC-AD and one from 

SI contractor, wire laentiiied to fly the HAOA tests. Navy 
^otTwera^cclimated to the i-te^— h^flyrn, 

ItTtiof Sme^f'to1^ "he  training  ce^and 
simulators' become -^^^3*^ 

S^rilyPtrho%1Uinver\ted%Tarrethe Section altitude. With the 
SarerobabiTity of engine-out operations, training flights 
»?» dedicated to conducting simulated flameout approaches. 
E£ Sng was also conducted, at MDA St Loui^ Missouri 

Training consist"^^^^^^ÜSTÄ 

Profiles uslneg the ^ed-?light-simulator This training 
Sow ^%iV^ 
?^overyeSThe sSate^eft mghts allowed the test tea. to 
operate? together and to become familiar and comfortable with 

eSCh Oncf located at Edwards AFB, California,. all pilots flew 
i? fhr-ee HAOA build-up flights that involved several 

e^gine^hutJownf and airstaras, a series of benign £^artures 
ulo° bank-to-bank rolls using a variety of c°^rol inputs 

SlowT the »ilotTtf bec^Ic^^ ^ ^ 
procedures, departure characteristics, and the disorienting 
nature of departure testing. 

ASSUMPTIONS GOING INTO FLIGHT TEST 

There was extensive engineering support required for the 
WAOA test oroqram. Using rotary balance wind tunnel data and 
Sf six degree-Tf-freedom simulation, inverted spin recovery 
proceSduredsegwI?e identified. Manned flight emulations were 
conducted throughout the engineering phase *° "fine and 
verify recovery controls. As a result, 
assumptions were made: 

. TWO stable inverted spin modes (:60° and -25° inodes) 
and two oscillatory divergent upright spin modes (+45 
and +30° modes) existed. 

. spin mode transitions were not likely with a clean 
airplane except from upright to inverted. 
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. Stable inverted spiral (-25° mode) was highly 
improbable in a clean wing configuration. 

. inverted spiral to inverted spin transition was not 
likely with a symmetrically loaded airplane. 

. Neutral controls in a spiral would lead to recovery 
without spin mode transition. 

. Pilot could center rudder pedals during recovery from 
all spin modes however this would take a considerable 
amouS of force (approximately 250 lbf [1,100 N] ) . 

. Expect an engine anomaly resulting in a flameout or 
locked-in surge requiring the engine to be shutdown 
and a subsequent engine relight. Relight reliability 
to date had been 100%. 

Since the analysis demonstrated that the T-45A favored 
the inverted spin mode, our testing primarily targeted the 
SvertTdspin modes. The plan was to begin testing with the 
inverted spin to validate the recovery technique while at _ the 
SgStd possible altitude. This was necessary to achieve 
confidence in the recovery procedures in case otner 
departures or spins transitioned to inverted spins at lower 

altitudes. 

INVERTED  SPINS 

The inverted spins were entered at low Mach (0 43 IMNK 
8° to 16° AOA and at approximately 33,000 ft  dO'000 ™> 
pressure altitude in the clean configuration with the speed 
brakes retracted, the YDC engaged, and IDLE_ power setting. 
Tne invertS spin was entered through a timed 1-g cross- 
controlled departure. After 27 0° of roll, varying the, final 
control  position  determined  the  spin  mode.  Successful 
inverted spin entry was highly dependent upon proper control 
input timing. With a successful entry, spins were maintained 
fo? approximately three turns followed by the flight manual 
recovery control application. If not recovered by 18,000 ft 
(5?500 Ym)  pressure altitude  the  spin  chute  was  to  be 
Heploved  If no signs of recovery were evident by 12,000 ft 
t? 660 m)  pressuri  altitude  (10,000  ft  [3,050 m]  above 
ground) the pilot would initiate ejection.       anDeared to 

From the pilot's perspective,  the T-45A appeared to 
enter a cartwheel-like motion in the initial stages of the 
Sols-control departure. The pilot's natural ten*^. si*ce 
there was no steady state motion, was to neutralize tne 
controls due to the disorienting, post stall Ration (PSG) 
=r,^  oarlv  qtaaes  of  the  spin.  In  addition  to  tne 
disorientaY

tion of inverted spin entry, the high AOA and high 
sideslips encountered distorted the smooth airflow into the 



inlet which usually produced an engine anomaly, flame-out or 
Säed-in surge retiring the engine to be shut down during 
the spin. Fortunately, the engine relights were 100% 
successful. The inverted spiral entry however was less 
disorienting to the pilot than the spin entries due to the 
lick of an? large PSG. Once in the steady state spin the 
airplane motions were neither disorienting nor uncomfortable 

Three developed inverted spin modes where encountered 
during testing: -60°, -40° and -25° (inverted spiral) A 
summary of the inverted spin characteristics are presented m 
Table  1. 

Table  1 i 

inverted  Spin Mod^  Characteristics 

Spin Parameters 

Average AOA   (deg) 
AOA Range   (deg) 
Average  Sideslip   (deg) 
Sideslip  Range   (deg) 
Average Roll  Rate 
(deg/s) 

Roll Rate Range   (deg/s) 

-60°  Mode 
-60 

-50   to   -70 
-15 

-40   to  40 

Spin Mode 
-40°   Mode 

-40 
-30   to   -60 

-15 

-60 

Average Yaw Rate   (deg/s) 
Yaw Rate Range   (deg/s) 
Pitch Attitude   (deg) 
Indicated Airspeed 
(KIAS) 
Seconds per Turn 
Altitude  Loss per Turn 
(ft   [m] )    .  

-50  to  -70 

95 
35   to  130 

-20   to   -70 

-40   to  10 

-75 

-70   to   -80 

-25°   Mode 
-25 

-5   to   -40 
-15 

-35   to  -5 

-120 

75 
70   to   80 

-20   to   -70 

50   to  120 

3.0 
1,000 
[305] 

100   to  160 

3.5 
1,000 
[305] 

-110   to 
-130 

45 
35   to  55 

-80   to  -50 

140   to  200 

3.5 
1,700 
[520] 

Sideslip,    roll   rate,    and  yaw   rate   values   are   for   a   right 
spin.   Reverse  the  sign for a  left  spin. 

All the inverted spin modes maintained a load factor_ of 
-1 0 to -1 4 g with the turn needle pegged and the production 
AOA indicator pegged at 1 unit (the production gauge ranged 
from 1 to 29 units). Once in a steady state spin, all 
inverted modes were oscillatory about all three axes, 
although the  inverted spiral was much less oscillatory. 

With the rudder deflected in the pro-spin direction in 
the direction of the turn needle) the airplane entered the 
-40° and -60° modes. The lateral stick determined the 
sustained spin mode: -40° with the lateral stick at neutral 
and 60° mode with the lateral stick held in Pr°-spin 
direction. The nose attitude varied between 2 0 and 7 0 below 
£e horizon in a smooth oscillation, /^e primary pilot 
indication of spin mode was airspeed The -60 mode 
oscillated   between   50   and   120   KIAS   compared   to    100    to    160 
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KTAq in the -40° mode. Occasionally, while maintaining full 
pro-spin controls, the T-45A would oscillate out of the spin 
P   Tne inverted spiral (-25° mode) was entered m one of 
two ways: transitioning from either the -60° or -40° modes or 
through the direct entry (cross-control departure followed by 
nSral rudder pedal after 270° of roll and maintaining 
literal stick). Unfortunately, anti-spin control inputs were 
P?o-spiral controls which led to the spin mode transition 
llriSg    testing, an inverted spiral could not be sustained 
with neutral lateral stick. W pflot indication of the spiral were the same; as those 
for the spin except that the airspeed ranged from 140 to 200 
Klls with an incipient -25° mode at 140 to 160 KIAS and a 
rully developed spiral above 160 KIAS. Airspeed n the spiral 
was oscillatory, slowly increasing to near 200 KIAS and tnen 
San to decrease. The inverted spiral exhibited more rolling 
mo?iSn and was slightly more disorienting and uncomfortable 
?nan did the othe/spin modes The inverted spiral proceed 
the steepest average nose attitudes (50 to 80 below tne 
£?izon) of all the modes. To the pilot, the airplane 
appealed to fly sideways as large side forces developed with 
loud canopy wind noises. 

INVERTED  SPIN RECOVERY 

During testing, spin recovery was commanded by using one 
of two procedures and included several misapplied controls to 
determine their effects on recovery. In the first method 
recovS? from either of the higher negative AOA inverted 
spinlwas accomplished by applying full rudder pedal and full 
Lateral stick opposite the spin direction. Recovery usually 
occurred within two turns if the sideslip was oscillatory; 
noweve?  with  steady  sideslip,  prolonged  recoveries  or 
t?an!i?ion into the -25° mode occurred. Holding the pedal in 
the anti-spin direction was at times very difficult due to 
thS high sideslip forces acting on the rudder, requiring over 
250 lbf (1,110 N) pedal force to achieve only neutral rudder. 
Full anti-spin rudder was not required for spin recovery 
however, maintaining high rudder deflection caused quicker 
recoveries. The initial flight manual recovery procedure was 
to maintain the anti-spin control inputs until recovery or 
160  KIAS,  which  ever  came  first,  then  neutralize  all 
controls. After the first few flights, it was obvious that 
centering the rudder pedals sometimes defeated the no7fl°f, 
rudder centering mechanism when  the pilot  inadvertently 
applied a small differential pedal force favoring the pro- 
spin side. The rudder would then be forced by sideslip in the 
p?o-spin direction (rudder blow-out) and the airplane would 
transition to the -40° mode resulting in delayed recoveries 
StSle pro-spin sideslip was  an excellent  indication of 
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potential rudder blow-out. Characteristics of the inverted 
spin recovery using the initial flight manual procedures are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 
inverted Spin Recovery Characteristics 
TTsina Tbp  Fl iaht  Manual   Procedure 

Recovery Parameters 

Spins Achieved 
Average  Turns   to  Recover 
Maximum Turns  to Recover 
Rudder  Blow-outs  During 
Recovery 
Engine Anomalies 

Sp3 Mode 
-60°  Mode 

17 

-25°   Mode 

In one instance, rudder blow-out caused mode transition 
delaying recovery to just under 18,000 ft (5,500 m) Pressure 
altitude The initial recovery procedure was determined to be 
unsatisfactory due to the inconsistencies of the recoveries 
from the inverted spin modes. , 

The tTst team then elected to modify the flight manual 
procedures. The new procedure was similar to the old 
procedure except that the pilot maintained anti-spin rudder 
Pedal until recovery was complete rather than _ forcefully 
centering the pedals at 160 KIAS. Characteristics of the 
inverted spin recovery using the modified procedures are 
listed in Table 3. 

Table  3 
inverted Spin  Recovery Characteristics 
nsincr A Modified Flight Manual   Procedure 

Recovery Parameters 

Spins Achieved 
Average  Turns   to Recover 
Maximum Turns   to  Recover 
Rudder Blow-outs During 
Recovery 
Engine Anomalies 

-60°  Mode 
30 
1.5 

± 29 

Spin Mode 
-40°  Mode 

38 
2.0 

33 

-25°   Mode 

11 
Less   than  1 

0 

*      Rudder   blow-outs   were   due   to    inadvertent   pro-spin   rudder 

pedal   force. 

The modified recovery procedure provided more consistent 
recoveries than the original procedure. There was a 
beneficial   reduction  in  rudder blow-outs   when   the  pilot   held 
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anti-spin rudder pedal force until recovery was confirmed 
^airspeed greater than 160 KIAS and AOA greater than 5 
units). Recoveries from the inverted spin modes using the 
modified recovery procedure required one to three turns and 
Spin mode transitions, due to rudder blow-out f> were 
eliminated. There was no tendency for a progressive spin with 
the anti-spin rudder held too long. 

Anti-spin lateral stick for the -60° and -40° modes was 
Dro-spin for the -25° mode. Recovery from the -25 mode was 
accomplished by neutralizing lateral stick and maintaining 
anti spin rudder pedal until recovery..These control inputs 
would cause the T-45A to recover immediately or enter a P5G 
and subsequent recovery. .       . 

The initial test plan included evaluation of averted 
spins with lateral asymmetries up to 2,500 ft-lbf (3,3yu 
N-m) The test team abandoned the plan when the aircraft 
exhibited delayed recoveries (more than four turns) with 
small fuel asymmetries from two -40° modes and one -60 mode. 
Fuel asymmetry was approximately 100 lb (4b Kg) . 
Characteristically, the asymmetrical inverted spins were less 
oscillatory with the average AOA, sideslip, and yaw rate 
achieving higher steady state values. For example, a -4 0 
mode spin with an asymmetry looked remarkably similar to a 
non-asymmetrically loaded -60° mode. 

CROSS-CONTROL  DEPARTURES 

qnin susceptibility was evaluated during cross-control 
departures between 0.4 Ld 0.5 IMN at 33,000 ft (10,000 m) 
pressure altitude using a variety of speed brake extensions, 
YDC  options,  and  misapplied  controls.  Entry  into  the 
departures was accomplished using the same method as the 
inverted spin entry except the controls input were held for 
3 60°  at which time the controls were neutralized or tne 
desired misapplied controls were introduced. For departures 
that entered a PSG, neutral lateral stick and rudder pedals 
forcefully centered recovered the T-45A. These PSG"s were 
very dynamic with oscillatory AOA (peaking at ±80 , usually 
negative) and sideslip (±50°). Roll rates ranged from 100 to 
300 deg/s and yaw rates of 80 to 120 deg/s. Motions similar 
to that were seen during the inverted spin entries with the 
pilot feeling the effects of the ±1.5 g normal and _ lateral 
accelerations.  More dynamic  departures were  obtained at 
higher entry Mach with the YDC disengaged and the speed brake 
extend  Recovery time was inconsistent with some departures 
lasting as long as 20 seconds. Rudder position was more 
critical than lateral  stick inputs during the recovery 
Rudder blow-out was common and often resulted ma -40  mooe 
spin entry if the pilot was unable to counter the pedal force 
to maintain or move the rudder to neutral. Summary of the 
cross-control departures are shown in Table 4. 



Table 4 
rrnss-Cont-rol  Departure  Summary 

Recovery Control During Departure 

wpntral Stick, Pedals Centered 
WPiitral Stick, Pedals Centered 
Neutral Stick, Pedals Free 
Pro-Spin Lateral stick, Rudder 
Centered 

Entry 
Mach 
(TMN) 

0.50 
0.43 
0.43 

0.43 

Aft stick, Rudder Centered 0.43 
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Number 
Flown 

Rudder 
Blow 
Out 

-40° Spins 
Entered* 

All departures that resulted in a -40° spin mode were cases 
where rudder blow-out occurred. 

UPRIGHT SPINS 

There were two upright spin modes, the +45° (spin) and 
+ 30° (spiral) modes. Both spin modes were oscillatory 
divergent. The upright spin entry was very difficult due to 
the precise timing required. Two attempts to intentionally 
enter tne upright* spi? were unsuccessful with one attempt 
achieving a 300 deg/s roll rate which exceeded the aircraft 
sSucSrfl placard of 270 deg/s. Previous testing indicated 
the airplane was resistant to the upright spin. Considering 
the susceptibility to the upright spin to be low and due to 
the possibility of exceeding the roll, rate structural limit 
the test team discontinued the upright spin  (+45  mode) 

eValUTneOI+3 0° mode (upright spiral) was evaluated for use as 
a potential out-of-control flight training maneuver The goal 
wa? to identify the useful maneuver abort criteria, departure 
resistance, and engine anomalies. The spiral was commanded by 
applying full rudder pedal, full aft stick, and maintaining 
neutäl lateral stick at the same entry conditions and 
Configurations  as  the  cross-control  departure.  Typical 
sp?ra?s presented the pilot with comfortable and predictable 
spin-like indications that were characterized by a slow yaw 
Ste (30 deg/s, ± 15 deg/s) and gradual airspeed increase 
(+10 kt per turn) . Roll rate was oscillatory (50 to 100 
deg/s)  and as  airspeed increased,  the magnitude °f  ^he 
oscillations increased without a tendency to depart  Larger 
oscillations occurred with the YDC off and the speed brakes 
extended. Recovery from the +30° mode was immediate with the 
application of neutral  controls.  No  flameouts_,  locked-in 
sSrges or pop surges were experienced during typical upright 

SPiraLateral stick inputs applied in the same direction as 
the rudder during the spiral increased the roll oscillations 
insidious (smooth) application of lateral stick opposite the 
rutder (cross-control) generally resulted in a departure and 
entry into an inverted spin (typically the -40° mode) . On one 
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occasion, the spiral initially progressed as expected,^ 
however, the airplane transitioned into an upright spin (+45 
mode), then suddenly departed in roll, causing a locked-in 
engine surge. Considering the engine anomalies and departures 
with misapplied controls, the test team determined the 
upright spiral was unsuitable as an out-of-control flight 
training maneuver. 

TEST RESULTS 

The goals of the flight test were three fold: (1) 
validate the T-45A flight manual departure and spin recovery 
procedures, (2) evaluate the T-45A departure and spin 
characteristics, and (3) evaluate the departure and spins for 
use as potential out-of-control flight training maneuvers. 
With the airplane safe-on-deck and the data analyzed, the 
test team made the following conclusions: 

. The initial flight manual departure and spin recovery 
procedure provided inconsistent recoveries from the 
inverted spin by allowing the rudder to blow-out in 
the pro-spin direction resulting in spin mode 
transitions and delayed recoveries. The procedure was 
modified by holding anti-spin rudder pedal force until 
recovery was confirmed, thus reducing rudder blow-outs 
in the pro-spin direction and eliminating mode 
transition. 

. Initial engineering analysis determined that there 
were only two stable inverted spin modes at -25° and 
-60° AOA. Flight test discovered a third stable 
inverted spin mode at -40° AOA. 

. Although testing was to include asymmetric loading out 
to 2,500 ft-lbf (3,390. N-m), small fuel asymmetries 
will aggravate the spin characteristics and delay 
recovery. 

• The T-45A was susceptible to inverted spins following 
cross-control departures when the pilot was unable to 
maintain centered rudder. 

• There were no spins that could be used as out-of- 
control flight training maneuvers due to the 
susceptibility of inverted spins, inconsistent 
inverted spin recoveries, and engine flame-outs. 
Although the upright spiral was the most promising _ if 
done correctly, susceptibility to departure and engine 
anomalies when controls were misapplied rendered it 
unsuitable. 
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LESSONS  LEARNED 

Visibility and management scrutiny was high during 
flight test as is common for all high AOA test programs. Test 
team coordination was excellent and provided a technically 
sound approach to the high risk flight test program. Constant 
engineering analysis of the flight test data was conducted 
throughout the testing to track potential problem areas and 
to allow adjustments to the game plan. Testing was suspended 
twice for delayed recoveries and unanticipated inverted spin 
mode transitions. The first interruption occurred when the 
T-45A failed to recover from an incipient inverted spiral and 
transitioned into the -40° mode prior to recovery. The second 
stoppage was the result of multiple inverted spin mode 
transitions which excessively delayed recovery. On both 
occasions extensive data review was conducted, to mitigate 
the risks of continuing, prior to the decision to resume 
flight test. , 

Teamwork was the key to the successful completion of the 
HAOA program. Although there was some temptation for the team 
members to align themselves with their employer, the test 
team remained together and did what was necessary to complete 
the mission. The important lessons learned were the same 
lessons taught from day one: 

. Don't  take anything  for  granted.  Plan  for  the 
unexpected: engine  flameouts,  delayed  recoveries, 
spin chute deployment,  and the need for back-up 
systems; 

. If something doesn't look right . . . stop! . . . and 
don't be afraid to modify the test plan; 

. Don't be persuaded to go down the wrong path, and 
finally; 

. Manage your risks. 

From a negative standpoint, the spin chute was designed 
to a maximum of 158 KEAS and there were occasions when the 
T-45A was out-of-control at 190 KIAS. Although the risks were 
thought to be minimal, there were no guarantees that the spin 
chute would be effective throughout the departure and spin 
envelope. 
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SUMMARY 

This HAOA program had its exciting and eventful flights. 
The entire process, from engineering analysis and team 
training, through flight test, was challenging and rewarding. 
Success was due to the hard work and dedication of T-45A HAOA 
Test Team: engineers, pilots, aircraft maintainers and 
support personnel. Hopefully, the lessons learned arid 
technical analysis used in the T-45A HAOA test program will 
help future high angle-of-attack programs. 


